Abstract-The hospitalized safety environment of patients is a priority-concerned by the healthcare services for ensuring patient safety and healthcare quality during inpatient admission in hospitals. Particularly, the applications of accident event aviso system (AEAS) and knowledge discovery for identifying accident event aviso category (AEAC) will have assistance to determine potential hazards and reduce medical errors to enhance patient safety and healthcare quality issues in such a complexity healthcare system of hospitals and are vitally important in the healthcare industry. Thus, this work proposes a hybrid procedure to highlight such an interesting issue. The proposed procedure constitutes five components, expert feature-screening approach, the C4.5 algorithm of decision tree, a cumulative probability distribution approach, the LEM2 algorithm of rough sets, and a rule filter technique. An experimental dataset was retrieved from the AEAS of existing hospital databases. The results from implemented experiments indicate that the proposed procedure is capable of effects to remove a redundant attribute, achieve an improved classification performance, offer tools based on the knowledge of aviso system, and provide sufficient information to solving AEAC problems encountered by patients and hospitals, thereby benefiting interested parties.
INTRODUCTION
To promote the construction of hospitalized safety environment is a priority-concerned by healthcare industry to ensure healthcare safety and quality for patients during treatment period. One of the goals for patient safety and healthcare quality is to increase detection in recording error aviso events to decrease risk of harm to patients. For patient safety, the number of events to error detection reported is important issues because high reporting rate implies the low risk level of the reported events that can be avoided in the near future. Kaplan et al. [1] showed that a severeness level of accident event is taken as an index of addressing fault management when high rates of detection are occurred. Thus, developing an accident event aviso system (AEAS) to record such an error practices will be useful and helpful to determine a problem of hazards for improving the safety of patients. The valuable issue is accordingly created by identifying the core determinants of such a reporting system for improving the healthcare quality, and the core determinants will be reliable and valid for interested parties. With this view, the influencing variables on medical errors should be studied, and the related issues should also be highlighted. Research on improving models for solving the AEAC problems would be useful for the following reasons. (1) The healthcare services attract the focus of both practitioners and researchers seeking healthcare benefit; however, artificial intelligence (AI) tools are seldom used in accident event aviso researches to generate an understood decision rule when they are compared to statistical techniques. (2) Although rough set theory (RST) has animated numerous studies and has great advancements, but applying the RST to address problems of applications in constructing hybrid classification models is a new trial for identifying accident event aviso category (AEAC) presented in the healthcare industry. Therefore, the study is motivated by expected promising results on such an issue. This study aims to build a hybrid procedure to process objectively the related classification problems of AEAC to enhance the quality of healthcare services and to reduce medical errors, and creates its knowledge-based rules to evaluate the strength of existing evidence for patient safety. The generated decision rules provide explicit guidelines that can be played into clinical treatment forms or can make decisions of medical services for involved healthcare parties. The objectives of this study are as follows: (1) Construct a hybrid procedure to predict AEAC in the healthcare industry; (2) apply expert feature-screening methods to address objectively core determinants when determining AEAC; (3) evaluate the classification performance in the proposed procedure; and (4) provide meaningful rules to interested parties for achieving specific objectives.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Patient Safety and its Accident Event Aviso System
Almost 98,000 Americans died due to avoidable medial errors each year [2] . Making a safety environment to avoid medial errors for patients is major concerns in hospitals of the healthcare industry. The medial errors contain three different categories, drug error, human error, and systemic problem errors. Thus, one of the best way to improving the information quality of the patient safety environment can design an event aviso system [3] to record best practices for reducing medial errors and building the ability of lowing future medical errors. An accident event aviso system records a tangible evidence of medical professional efforts to improve the healthcare quality and low preventable medical faults for protecting patients being harmed in the professional healthcares of physicians. Developing such an aviso system to insure that the safety information of patients can be analyzed and employed to identify risk hazards and safety practices will be a requirement toward constructing the development of patient safety information standards into existing medical databases, and it can be taken to construct a satisfied mediator of managing medical errors [4] to achieve the goals of decreasing risk of harm to patients.
B. Rough Set Theory
Rough set theory, RST, models computational methods to process uncertain data, hybrid data, and vague concepts of classification problems of various class data and has become useful tools for addressing knowledge systems of making decisions [5] . The RST used for classification outperforms statistical methods and is a research topic for both researchers and practitioners, and the application fields are marked in various domains, including energy [6] , finance [7] , mathematics learning [8] , credit rating [9] , and medicine [10, 11] . In the implementation of the rough sets (RS), relational databases are begun with objects table of attributes as well as attribute values of objects. One attribute is the decisional attribute; in other words, the remaining attributes are the conditional attributes [5, 12] . Applying the concepts of equal classes to the partitioned training examples based on a specified criterion, the RS addresses the data problems of incompletion, vagueness, and uncertainty. The partition members are formally presented by a unary set-theoretic operator or a successor function for the lower and upper approximation spaces from which both possible and definite rules are derived easily. Definitely, not a clear-cut boundary is defined in imprecise and vague data sets. The RS classifier refuses a certain boundary of given set and has an implication of every set, which can be determined roughly by using the lower and upper approximations. The details of definitions and equations of RS are referred to the studies of Pawlak [5, 13] .
C. Rule Induction Methods
The rule induction methods of the RS were presented in learning from examples based on RS (LERS) system [14] . The LERS algorithm brings on a decision rule set from given real examples to classify a new example by using the induced rule set. Furthermore, the learning from examples module, version 2 algorithm, which is abbreviated LEM2, from the LERS of a data mining system [15] can be used to symbolic attributes. The algorithm of LEM2 calculates local covering of each concept to generate a decision rule set derived from a decisional table. The index of quality of each deduced rule is computed by using specified functions of rule quality according to the measurement of coverage, consistency, and support to identify the rule strength. The decision rule is constituted by the following three factors, including support, specificity, and strength [16] . Generally, this LEM2 algorithm is frequently used in a rule induction option of the LERS system [17] in the data-mining practice. Therefore, the rule induction of LEM2 algorithm is applied into this study.
D. Rule Filter
The rule set generated by RS classifier always contains very large numbers of various rules [18] , and it is useful to specify a filter rule technique explicitly in situations that the generated numerous rules low the classification abilities of the deduced rule set for that some decision rules may be superfluous or a poor quality. Given the drawbacks mentioned-above, an algorithm of filtering decision rule is effective to cut down the number of generated decision rules [19] . Filters define the criteria that must be satisfied by an event before a rule is run. That is, the solution of filtering rule is calculated by the quality indices of the decision rules from a generated rule set.
E. Decision Tree C4.5 Algorithm
Decision tree classifier is a tree structure liking flowchart that each internal node is a test on attributes, each branch is the test outcome, and each leaf node is a class distribution [20] . In the learning system of decision tree, iterative dichotomiser 3 (ID3) is the algorithm used to generate a decision tree and based on information theory proposed by Quinlan [21] . The C4.5 algorithm is an extended of the ID3 algorithm invented by Quinlan [22] to process the issues that are not dealt with by ID3 algorithm, avoiding the over-fitting data, lowing error pruning on trees, ruling post-pruning on trees, handling a continuous attribute, selecting an appropriate measurement of attribute selection, processing missing attribute values in the training data, and increasing computational efficiency. The further details of the decision tree C4.5 algorithm can be referenced to the studies of Quinlan [21, 22] .
F. Cumulative Probability Distribution Approach
A distribution of probability on the real example is identified by using the probability of forming half-open intervals notated by p(a, b] or F(b)−F(a) if a < b. Following that, the distribution of probability in a real randomly valued variable X can be characterized completely by its cumulative distribution function (CDF) [23] . A cumulative probability distribution approach, CPDA, is a discrete method according to the CDF. To discretize observations into the requested number of given intervals based on characteristics of normal distribution of the data is an objective means. Furthermore, the experiments of simulation offer convinced evidence that the 30 sample data are sufficient for overcoming skewness of population distributions and give a normal approximation distribution [24] . The implementing procedure of the CPDA technique is divided into four steps. First, run a normal distribution test for the given experimental data set; second, determine the argument U is defined over a universe of discourse; third, define the length of intervals and construct the function of a membership; finally, fuzzify observations. The definitions and equations of the CPDA technique can be referenced by the studies [25] [26] [27] [28] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
This study proposes a hybrid classification procedure, which constitutes the five component techniques or methods: feature screening, decision tree C4.5, CPDA, RST, and, a rule filter. The detailed algorithms of the proposed procedure by using a practical data set extracted from AEAS are implemented as follows:
Step 1: Data selection. Thirty-three pre-selected attributes are first characterized by the labeled AEAS data set and are determined in a unified format from patient Step 2: Feature screening. Due domain experts can follow his intuition, judgment, or knowledge, or uses rules built in the subject domain to stipulate the conditional and decisional attributes, and the expert experiences yield more sensible selections on the attributes than the automatic feature-selection approach. Thus, this feature-screening step follows the expert recommendation to select essential attributes for classifying AEAC from AEAS data set. As a result, one decisional-attribute AEAC and six conditional attributes are remained in the AEAS data set that the 927 instances are experimented. Consequently, the seven conditionalattributes are Age, Gender, Division, Location, Phase, Type, and Category. The decisional attribute are merged into three classes, including drug event, human event, and others. Except for the continuous attribute Age, all the attributes are symbolic data.
Step 3: Data discretization. Automatic data discretization method is used to process conditional attributes. Primarily, this step runs a Lilliefors test [25] for normality. In the test results, it is proven that the experimental data set is appropriate for the CPDA. This step is divided into two substeps to partition the given data.
Substep 3-1: Decision tree C4.5 algorithm is run to perform a 10-fold cross-validation for discretizing the continuous condition attribute Age to obtain the cutoff points, and two thresholds on 36 and 59 are obtained.
Substep 3-2:
The CPDA technique is accordingly applied to discretize the continuous attribute Age into three linguistic values, L_1 (low), L_2 (medium), and L_3 (high), according to the previous running results on implementing the decision tree C4.5 algorithm. Subsequently, Table I lists the interval values of three linguistics on the conditional-attribute Age by using the CPDA technique. Figure 1 shows the membership functions of Age attribute based on the three bounds, lower, midpoint, and upper, in Table I, and Table II lists the membership degrees and corresponding values of the three linguistics on the Age attribute. The value of maximum membership in Table II is used to make values of the above linguistics. Step 4: Rule induction. In the generated linguistic values from the Step 3, this step applies the LEM2 algorithm of RS to deduce a knowledge-based decision rule set from the training (66% of the experimental data) data set. In total, 89 rules are extracted. For the limited
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space, only the Rule 1 is expressed. For example, Rule 1: (Type=Web) & (Location=Dispensary) => (Category=Drug). This expression indicates that if type of reporting is from web site and happening location is in dispensary. The event aviso category then is belonging to drug event. The remaining testing (34%) data set is then experimented and the accuracy rate is acquired.
Step 5: Rule filtering. The algorithm of filtering rules from the RS classifier conducts a filtering procedure that eliminates decision rules with the support threshold below 2 for the reason that only one real example supports this rule. Accordingly, the rule set remains 38 decision rules, and the classification accuracy rate is refined.
Step 6: Performance evaluations and comparisons. To confirm the classification performance of this proposed procedure, the AEAS data set is separated into two parts of sub-datasets randomly again: the 66% training data set and the 34% testing data set. Experiments are made with the repetition of 66%/34% random separation by using five classification techniques-including decision tree-C4.5 [22] , logistic [29] , Bayes net [30] , multilayer perceptron (MLP) [31] , and the proposed procedure. Consequently, Table III describes the experimental results using the five methods with the seven selected attributes included in the AEAS data set. 
Model
Accuracy (Rank) Decision tree-C4.5 [22] 90.32% (2) Logistic [29] 87.65% (5) Bayes net [30] 89.57% (3) MLP [31] 89.03% (4) The proposed procedure 98.71% (1)
IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The study further examines the implied analytical results and the extracted decision rules to dig meaningful information hidden in the experimental data set as follows:
1) A meaningful phenomenon in related expert feature-screening is explored: The study provides an exploration of the effect on a good example for using the expert recommendation of selecting conditional attributes. This study further offers evidence that the reduced number and complexity of irrelative condition-attributes is effective to improve accuracy of classification by the expert feature-screening method in advance.
2) Certain model attributes are redundant for classifying event aviso category: Based on the expert recommendation, some superfluous attributes are emerged or can be removed from the experimental data set. The expert feature-screening result of the proposed procedure is helpful to remove the irrelevant/redundant attributes that are not correlated with classifying event aviso category for the given input data and for diminishing computational costs.
3) The proposed procedure performs well in classifying AEAC: The proposed procedure performs well in classification accuracy listed in Table III in the AEAS data set. The information implies that the proposed procedure is an effective alternate applied for classifying AEAC in the healthcare industry.
4) Knowledge-based decision rules are generated: The proposed procedure applies the algorithm of RS LEM2 to derive a meaningful decision rule set and to support the form of 'if…then' decision rule set that can be taken as a knowledge-based healthcare service system for understanding the related hidden information of accident event aviso systems and for providing intelligently powerful explanations for interested parties.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The study has proposed an effectual hybrid classification approach to solve AEAC problems of patient safety and healthcare quality issues in the healthcare industry. The proposed procedure implements the following five components and functions from an intelligent perspective, including an expert recommendation-based feature-screening approach, the decision tree C4.5 algorithm, the CPDA, (4) the RS LEM2 algorithm, and a rule filter. Two key directions are accordingly concluded with a real AEAS data set. (1) The analytical results indicate the proposed procedure has satisfactory resilts in the AEAS data set, and thus, outperforms the other listed methods. (2) Especially, the proposed procedure is constructed by a rule-based classifier of RS and is applicable for knowledge discovery in a complicated professional field like the healthcare systems. Although the proposed procedure performs well, further experiments and improvements are still necessary. For example, use other data sets into the proposed procedure for further analysis in various industries to handle different classification problems.
